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Abstract

Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems have become pervasive in numerous facets of modern life, wielding considerable influence 
in critical decision-making realms such as healthcare, finance, criminal justice, and beyond. Yet, the inherent opacity of many 
AI models presents significant hurdles concerning trust, accountability, and fairness. To address these challenges, Explainable 
AI (XAI) has emerged as a pivotal area of research, striving to augment the transparency and interpretability of AI systems. This 
survey paper serves as a comprehensive exploration of the state-of-the-art in XAI methods and their practical applications. 
We delve into a spectrum of techniques, spanning from model-agnostic approaches to interpretable machine learning models, 
meticulously scrutinizing their respective strengths, limitations, and real-world implications.
The landscape of XAI is rich and varied, with diverse methodologies tailored to address different facets of interpretability. 
Model-agnostic approaches offer versatility by providing insights into model behavior across various AI architectures. In 
contrast, interpretable machine learning models prioritize transparency by design, offering inherent understandability at the 
expense of some predictive performance. Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) and attention mechanisms delve into the 
inner workings of neural networks, shedding light on feature importance and decision processes. Additionally, counterfactual 
explanations open avenues for exploring what-if scenarios, elucidating the causal relationships between input features and 
model outcomes.
In tandem with methodological exploration, this survey scrutinizes the deployment and impact of XAI across multifarious 
domains. Successful case studies showcase the practical utility of transparent AI in healthcare diagnostics, financial risk 
assessment, criminal justice systems, and more. By elucidating these use cases, we illuminate the transformative potential of 
XAI in enhancing decision-making processes while fostering accountability and fairness.
Nevertheless, the journey towards fully transparent AI systems is fraught with challenges and opportunities. As we traverse 
the current landscape of XAI, we identify pressing areas for further research and development. These include refining 
interpretability metrics, addressing the scalability of XAI techniques to complex models, and navigating the ethical dimensions 
of transparency in AI decision-making.
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Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems have demonstrated 
remarkable capabilities in solving complex tasks and making 
decisions across various domains [1]. However, as AI models 
become increasingly sophisticated, they often operate as 
black boxes, making it challenging for users to understand 
how decisions are reached [2]. This lack of transparency 
poses significant concerns regarding trust, accountability, 
and fairness, particularly in critical applications such as 
healthcare diagnosis, loan approval, and judicial sentencing.

Explainable AI (XAI) has emerged as a pivotal research 
area, aiming to address these challenges by enhancing 
the interpretability and transparency of AI models. XAI 
techniques enable users to understand the reasoning behind 
AI decisions, thus fostering trust, facilitating debugging, and 
ensuring compliance with ethical and regulatory standards. 
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) refers to the set of 
techniques and methodologies aimed at making the decision-
making process of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine 
learning (ML) models understandable and transparent to 
humans. It addresses the “black box” problem, which arises 
when complex algorithms make decisions that are difficult 
for humans to interpret or understand.

For AI and ML engineers, understanding and 
implementing XAI techniques is essential for several 
reasons.

Transparency

XAI techniques enable engineers to explain how AI 
models arrive at their decisions. This transparency is crucial 
for ensuring trust in AI systems, especially in high-stakes 
applications like healthcare, finance, and autonomous 
vehicles.

Compliance and Regulations

Many industries are subject to regulations that 
require transparency and accountability in AI systems. XAI 
techniques help engineers ensure that their models meet 
regulatory requirements and compliance standards.

Debugging and Improvement

XAI techniques can help engineers debug and improve 
their AI models by providing insights into how the models 
are making decisions. Engineers can use this information to 
identify biases, errors, or shortcomings in the models and 
make necessary adjustments.

User Understanding

XAI techniques make AI systems more accessible to end-
users by providing explanations for their decisions. This is 
particularly important in applications where human users 
need to understand and trust the output of AI systems, such 
as medical diagnosis or financial forecasting.

Some common XAI techniques that AI and ML engineers 
can employ include:

Feature Importance Analysis: Identifying which features or 
inputs are most influential in driving the model’s decisions.

Local Explanations: Providing explanations for individual 
predictions or decisions made by the model.

Model Transparency: Designing models with inherently 
interpretable structures, such as decision trees or linear 
models.

Counterfactual Explanations: Generating alternative 
scenarios to explain how changing inputs would affect the 
model’s output.

Interactive Explanation Interfaces: Creating user-friendly 
interfaces that allow stakeholders to interactively explore 
and understand the model’s behavior.

Figure 1 depicting Model training for Explainable 
Artificial Intelligence (XAI) involves developing machine 
learning (ML) or artificial intelligence (AI) models in such a 
way that their decision-making processes are transparent, 
interpretable, and understandable to humans. The goal is to 
ensure that users can trust and comprehend the reasoning 
behind the model’s predictions or decisions.

Through this survey, we endeavor to cultivate a deeper understanding of transparency in AI decision-making, empowering 
stakeholders to navigate the intricate interplay between accuracy, interpretability, and ethical considerations. By fostering 
interdisciplinary dialogue and inspiring collaborative innovation, we aspire to catalyze future advancements in Explainable AI, 
ultimately paving the way towards more accountable and trustworthy AI systems. 

Keywords: Transparency; Explainable AI; Interpretability; AI Decision Making; Machine Learning; Trust; Accountability; 
Fairness
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Here’s a general overview of the steps involved in 
training an XAI model

Data Collection and Preprocessing

Collect relevant data that reflects the problem domain 
and the features important for decision-making.
Preprocess the data to handle missing values, outliers, and 
normalize features if necessary.

Feature Engineering

Identify and select features that are relevant to the 
problem and can contribute to interpretability.

Feature engineering might involve transforming or 
combining features to make them more interpretable.

Model Selection

Choose a machine learning model architecture that 
inherently supports interpretability or can be made 
interpretable through post-hoc analysis. Some models 
inherently provide transparency, such as decision trees 
and linear models, while others may require additional 
techniques for interpretation.

Interpretable Model Training

Train the selected model using the preprocessed data. 
Pay attention to model hyper parameters and regularization 
techniques to prevent over fitting and improve generalization.

Interpretability Techniques

Employ interpretability techniques during or after 

model training to make the model’s decisions more 
understandable. Techniques such as feature importance 
analysis, partial dependence plots, SHAP (Shapley Additive 
explanations) values, LIME (Local Interpretable Model-
agnostic Explanations), and surrogate models can be used to 
understand how the model arrives at its predictions.

Validation and Evaluation

Validate the trained model using appropriate evaluation 
metrics. Assess the model’s performance and interpretability 
using domain-specific criteria and human judgment.

Documentation and Communication

Document the model architecture, training process, and 
interpretation techniques used. Communicate the model’s 
decisions and limitations clearly to stakeholders, including 
end-users, domain experts, and regulatory authorities.

Iterative Improvement

Continuously evaluate and refine the model based 
on feedback and new data. Incorporate additional 
interpretability techniques or modify the model architecture 
as needed to enhance transparency and trustworthiness.

Throughout the training process, it’s essential to balance 
model performance with interpretability. While highly 
interpretable models may sacrifice some predictive accuracy, 
they often provide insights into the underlying data and 
decision-making process, which can be invaluable in various 
applications, especially those involving critical decisions or 
regulatory compliance (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) for AI & ML Engineer [3].
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In this survey paper, we provide an overview of 
the current landscape of Explainable AI methods and 
applications. We explore a wide range of approaches, 
including model-agnostic techniques, interpretable machine 
learning models, and post-hoc explanations. Additionally, 
we examine the deployment of XAI in various domains, 
highlighting successful implementations and identifying key 
challenges and opportunities for future research.

Explainable AI Methods

In this section, we delve into the diverse array of 
methods and techniques that contribute to the transparency 
and interpretability of AI models [4,5]. Figure 2 simplified 
block diagram comparing the classical machine learning 
(ML) approach with the Explainable Artificial Intelligence 
(XAI) approach.

Classical Machine Learning Approach

Data Collection and Preprocessing: Raw data collection 
from various sources. Preprocessing involves cleaning, 
transforming, and encoding data for modeling.

Model Training: Utilizes algorithms like Support Vector 
Machines (SVM), Random Forests, Neural Networks, etc. 
Emphasizes predictive accuracy and optimization of loss 
functions. Black-box models may be prevalent, meaning they 
lack transparency and interpretability.

Model Evaluation: Assessing model performance using 
metrics like accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, etc. 
Evaluation focuses primarily on predictive accuracy.

Deployment: Deploy the trained model into production 
environments. Lack of transparency may raise concerns 
about model reliability and trustworthiness.

Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) 
Approach

Data Collection and Preprocessing

Similar to the classical approach, Collecting and 
Preprocessing data. Prioritize features that are inherently 
interpretable and relevant to end-users.

Model Training

Utilizes interpretable algorithms or applies interpretability 
techniques to traditional models. Examples include decision 
trees, linear models, rule-based systems, or incorporating 
techniques like LIME, SHAP, surrogate models, etc. Focuses on 
optimizing both predictive accuracy and interpretability.

Model Evaluation

Evaluate model performance using traditional metrics 
alongside interpretability metrics. Assess the model’s 
transparency, the clarity of explanations, and its ability to 
convey insights to end-users.

Deployment

Deploy the XAI model into production environments. 
Users can understand and trust the model’s decisions, 
fostering acceptance and adoption.

Comparison

Interpretability
	Classical ML: Typically low, as many models are black 

boxes.
	XAI: High, as models are designed to provide 

understandable explanations for their decisions.
Trust and Acceptance
	Classical ML: Trust may be lower due to lack of 

transparency.
	XAI: Higher trust and acceptance due to transparent 

decision-making.
Applicability
	Classical ML: Suitable for tasks where predictive 

accuracy is paramount.
	XAI: Particularly useful in domains where interpretability, 

accountability, and regulatory compliance are crucial.
Complexity
	Classical ML: May handle complex patterns but lacks 

human-understandable explanations.
	XAI: Balances complexity with interpretability, making 

it more accessible to non-experts.
While the classical ML approach prioritizes predictive 

accuracy, the XAI approach focuses on transparency and 
interpretability, making it more suitable for applications 
where understanding the model’s decisions is essential 
(Figure 2)[6-13].

Figure 2: Block Diagram of the Classical and XAI Approach [3].
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Model-Agnostic Approaches

Techniques such as LIME (Local Interpretable Model-agnostic 
Explanations) and SHAP (Shapley Additive explanations) 
provide post-hoc explanations by approximating the 
behavior of complex models at the instance level [14].

Interpretable Machine Learning Models

Sparse linear models, decision trees, and rule-based systems 
inherently offer interpretability, making them suitable for 
applications where transparency is paramount [15,16].

Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP)

LRP is a technique used to attribute the relevance of input 
features to the output of neural networks, enabling users to 
understand the contribution of each feature to the model’s 
decision [17].

Attention Mechanisms

Attention mechanisms in neural networks allow models to 
focus on relevant parts of the input, providing insights into 
the decision-making process [18].

Counterfactual Explanations

Counterfactual explanations generate alternative scenarios 
that could have led to different outcomes, helping users 
understand the causal relationships encoded in the model 
[19].

(Figure 3) is showing accuracy and interpretability is two 
important aspects that often trade-off in machine learning 
models, including those designed under the principles of 
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI). Let’s delve into each 
concept and explore their relationship in XAI (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Accuracy Vs Interpretability [20].

Accuracy

Definition: Accuracy measures how well a model predicts 
the correct outcome compared to the actual outcomes in 
the dataset. It’s a fundamental metric used to evaluate the 
performance of machine learning models.

Importance: In many machine learning applications, 
especially in fields like healthcare, finance, and autonomous 
driving, high predictive accuracy is crucial for making reliable 
decisions and achieving desired outcomes.

Trade-offs: Achieving higher accuracy often involves using 
more complex models or algorithms that can capture 
intricate patterns in the data. However, complex models 
might sacrifice interpretability for the sake of predictive 
power.

Interpretability

Definition: Interpretability refers to the degree to which 
a human can understand the reasoning behind a model’s 
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predictions or decisions. It encompasses the ability to explain 
how and why a model arrives at a particular output.

Importance: Interpretability is crucial for gaining trust, 
understanding potential biases, and debugging models in 
real-world applications. It enables humans to comprehend 
and validate the decisions made by machine learning 
algorithms.

Trade-offs: Models designed for high interpretability may 
sacrifice some predictive accuracy, as they often employ 
simpler architectures or prioritize transparency over 
complexity. However, the trade-off is essential for ensuring 
that the model’s decisions are understandable and acceptable 
to end-users.

Relationship in XAI

In XAI, the goal is to strike a balance between accuracy 
and interpretability
Balancing Act: XAI techniques aim to develop models that 
achieve a reasonable level of accuracy while maintaining 

transparency and interpretability in their decision-making 
processes.

Techniques: XAI employs various techniques, such as feature 
importance analysis, surrogate models, local explanations, 
and model-agnostic methods like LIME and SHAP, to enhance 
interpretability without compromising accuracy.

Domain-Specific Considerations: The appropriate balance 
between accuracy and interpretability may vary depending 
on the specific domain and application requirements. In 
safety-critical domains, such as healthcare and finance, 
interpretability may be prioritized over marginal gains in 
accuracy.

While accuracy and interpretability represent distinct 
goals in machine learning, they are intricately linked in 
XAI. By carefully navigating the trade-offs between these 
two aspects, XAI seeks to develop models that are both 
trustworthy and understandable, ultimately enhancing their 
utility and adoption in real-world settings (Table 1).

Aspect
Model-Agnostic 

Approaches 
[14]

Interpretable 
Machine Learning 

Models [15]

Layer-wise 
Relevance 

Propagation (LRP) 
[16]

Attention 
Mechanisms 

[17]

Counterfactual 
Explanations [18]

Explanation 
Granularity 

Instance-level 
explanations

Global and local 
interpretability

Feature-level 
interpretations Feature attention Counterfactual 

scenarios
Model Complexity 

Support
Suitable for 

complex models
Applicable to 

simpler models
Compatible with 
neural networks

Common in 
neural nets

Can be applied to 
many models

Interpretability 
Trade-offs

May sacrifice 
accuracy

Balanced accuracy-
interpretability

May introduce 
overhead in large 

models

May reduce 
accuracy

Can maintain 
accuracy

Applicability to 
Domains

General-purpose 
explanations

Domain-specific 
interpretability

Widely applicable 
across domains Widely applicable Widely applicable

Computation 
Complexity Low to moderate Low to moderate Moderate to high Moderate to high Low to moderate

User-Friendliness Often user-
friendly

Generally user-
friendly

Requires 
understanding of 

neural nets
Varies Varies

Support for Ethical 
AI

Enhances ethical 
AI practices

Fosters ethical 
considerations

Aids in fairness and 
bias detection

Can mitigate 
biases

Supports fairness 
principles

Real-world 
Implementations

Widely used in 
various fields

Commonly used in 
industry

Emerging in AI 
research

Increasingly 
utilized Gaining traction

Table 1: Highlighting Various Aspects of Transparency in AI Decision-Making through Explainable AI (XAI) Methods and 
Applications.

Explanation Granularity

Model-Agnostic Approaches: Provide instance-level 

explanations, offering insights into individual predictions 
[14].
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Interpretable Machine Learning Models: Offer both 
global and local interpretability, allowing for explanations at 
different levels [15].

Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP): Offers feature-
level interpretations, highlighting the importance of specific 
features in decision-making [16].

Attention Mechanisms: Provide feature attention, focusing 
on relevant features during the decision-making process 
[17].

Counterfactual Explanations: Present counterfactual 
scenarios, illustrating how changes in input features would 
alter the model’s decision [18].

Model Complexity Support

Model-agnostic approaches are suitable for complex 
models. Interpretable machine learning models are 
applicable to simpler models. LRP and attention mechanisms 
are common in neural networks, supporting moderate to 
high model complexity. Counterfactual explanations can be 
applied to many models, regardless of complexity.

Interpretability Trade-offs

Model-agnostic approaches may sacrifice accuracy 
for interpretability. Interpretable machine learning 
models aim for a balanced trade-off between accuracy 
and interpretability. LRP and attention mechanisms may 
introduce overhead in large models, potentially affecting 
performance. Counterfactual explanations may reduce 
accuracy but can maintain interpretability.

Applicability to Domains

Model-agnostic approaches provide general-purpose 
explanations applicable across various domains.

Interpretable machine learning models offer domain-
specific interpretability. LRP, attention mechanisms, and 
counterfactual explanations are widely applicable across 
different domains.

Computation Complexity

Model-agnostic approaches and interpretable 
machine learning models generally have low to moderate 
computation complexity. LRP and attention mechanisms 
require moderate to high computation complexity due to 
their implementation in neural networks. Counterfactual 
explanations typically have low to moderate computation 
complexity.

User-Friendliness

Model-agnostic approaches and interpretable machine 
learning models are often user-friendly. LRP and attention 
mechanisms require understanding of neural networks, 
varying in user-friendliness. User friendliness of counterfactual 
explanations varies based on the implementation.

Support for Ethical AI

Model-agnostic approaches, interpretable machine 
learning models, LRP, attention mechanisms, and 
counterfactual explanations all contribute to enhancing 
ethical AI practices, fairness, and bias detection.

Real-world Implementations

Model-agnostic approaches, interpretable machine 
learning models, LRP, attention mechanisms, and 
counterfactual explanations are widely used or gaining 
traction in various fields, including industry and AI research.

Applications of Explainable AI

In this section, we survey the diverse applications of XAI 
across various domains

Healthcare

XAI techniques are employed to interpret medical image 
analysis, clinical decision support systems, and patient risk 
stratification models, enabling clinicians to understand and 
trust AI-driven diagnoses and treatment recommendations 
[21].

Finance

Explainable AI is utilized in credit scoring, fraud 
detection and algorithmic trading, providing transparent 
insights into the factors influencing financial decisions and 
enhancing regulatory compliance [22-25].

Criminal Justice

XAI methods play a crucial role in ensuring fairness and 
transparency in predictive policing, risk assessment, and 
sentencing algorithms, mitigating biases and promoting 
equity in the criminal justice system [26,27].

Human-Computer Interaction

Transparent AI interfaces enable users to interact with 
intelligent systems more effectively, fostering trust and 
collaboration between humans and machines [28-31].
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Challenges and Future Directions

Despite the progress made in XAI, several challenges and 
opportunities remain

Trade-off between Accuracy and Interpretability

Balancing model complexity and interpretability 
is a fundamental challenge in XAI, requiring careful 
consideration of trade-offs between predictive performance 
and transparency [32].

Domain-specific Interpretability

Different domains have unique interpretability 
requirements, necessitating domain-specific approaches 
tailored to the needs of users and stakeholders [33].

Ethical and Regulatory Considerations

Ensuring that XAI systems adhere to ethical principles 
and regulatory standards is essential for responsible AI 
deployment, requiring interdisciplinary collaboration and 
ongoing dialogue between researchers, policymakers, and 
practitioners (Table 2).

Challenges and 
Future Directions

Trade-off between Accuracy and 
Interpretability

Domain-specific 
Interpretability

Ethical and Regulatory 
Considerations

Description

Balancing predictive performance 
with transparency is crucial; 

complex models may sacrifice 
interpretability.

Different domains require 
unique interpretability 

methods tailored to specific 
user and stakeholder needs.

Ethical and regulatory 
standards must guide XAI 

development and deployment 
to ensure responsible AI 

practices.

Key Considerations
Model complexity versus 

transparency; impact on decision-
making accuracy and user trust.

Domain-specific requirements; 
understanding user needs 
and context for effective 

interpretability.

Compliance with ethical 
guidelines; implications of XAI 
decisions on fairness, bias, and 

societal impact.

Research Focus

Developing techniques to maintain 
accuracy while enhancing 

interpretability; exploring model 
complexity-interpretability trade-

offs.

Investigating domain-specific 
interpretability methods; 

adapting XAI techniques to 
diverse application areas.

Integrating ethical principles 
into XAI design; fostering 

interdisciplinary collaboration 
for ethical AI development.

Challenges

Complexity may hinder 
interpretability; achieving balance 
without compromising predictive 

power.

Lack of standardized 
interpretability approaches 

across domains; domain-
specific challenges and 

requirements.

Absence of clear ethical 
guidelines; navigating legal 

and regulatory frameworks for 
responsible AI deployment.

Future Directions

Investigate novel XAI methods 
that optimize both accuracy 
and interpretability; explore 

hybrid models and algorithmic 
transparency techniques.

Research domain-specific 
interpretability frameworks; 

develop adaptable XAI 
solutions for diverse 

application areas.

Establish ethical AI 
frameworks and guidelines; 
promote transparency and 

accountability in AI decision-
making processes.

Table 2: Comparison Table Highlighting the Challenges and Future Directions in Explainable AI (XAI) Research.

This comparison table outlines the key challenges and 
future directions in Explainable AI research, focusing on the 
trade-offs between accuracy and interpretability, domain-
specific requirements, and ethical considerations.

Conclusion

In conclusion, Explainable AI represents a critical 
paradigm shift towards transparency and accountability 
in AI decision making. By enabling users to understand 

the rationale behind AI predictions and recommendations, 
XAI techniques pave the way for safer, fairer, and more 
trustworthy AI systems. As research in this field continues 
to evolve, addressing key challenges and exploring new 
frontiers, the vision of transparent AI decision making moves 
closer to realization [34,35].
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